Ascot, Cheapside, Sunninghill, South Ascot and Sunningdale
Neighbourhood Action Group.
Minutes of the meeting held on Monday 8th July 2019
1. Attendance:
Present: David Hilton (DH), Chair, Tracey Windle (TW), PC Michelle Race (MR), Valerie
Pike (VP), Sharon Christiaan (SC)
Apologies; Liz Yates (LY), George Williams (GW), Jacqui Greet (JG), Ruth Davies (RD), Oli
Laclau (OL), Harrison Cliffin (HC)
2. Minutes from meeting of Monday 13th May 2019 The minutes were approved
3. Matters arising DH asked whether speed checks had been completed on Brockenhurst
Road. MR advised that she had been unable to book the NPR van but would continue to
ask. TW said that the Radar speed gun could be used for a spot check but it was agreed
that as part of Devenish Road was closed it would be better to wait.
4. Royal Ascot
4.1. A general discussion took place on the management of Taxis. DH stated that whilst on
holiday he received emails from residents of Burleigh Road who enclosed photos
showing the road blocked with taxis dropping off and picking up their fares. MR said
taxis were trying to stop in the High Street but were moved on. It was suggested that
there could be an in-out pick up and drop off point in car park 1 which could help
resolve the problem. DH said he would write to Alastair Warwick and try to get an invite
to the traffic management wash up meeting.
4.2. The meeting was advised that the Safety Action Group would meet on the 23 rd July.
5. Priorities 2019 all figures based on previous month
5.1. Burglary Residential: There were 9 dwelling burglaries since the last meeting in May, of
these 4 were in Sunningdale and one in Coronation Road. MR said that there had been a
burglary initiative in the area with a lot of patrols focussed on offenders from across the
border in Surrey. There were also two shed breaks one in Woodlands Ride and the other
in Lady Margaret Road. At one a month this is probably the lowest number ever
recorded.
5.2. Burglary non dwelling: Three non-dwelling burglaries had been reported.
Kings Ride Court -The door of the premise had been kicked in.
Rise Road- container broken into
Brockenhurst Road A quantity of oil was stolen
5.3. Theft from Motor Vehicle: There had been 10 thefts from motor vehicles, most of the
vehicles were secure. TW said an operation in a Windsor car park revealed 24 cars with
laptops visible. TW said she continues to run the clear car campaign.
6. Vehicle Nuisance
6.1. SC stated that in South Ascot cars parked on the bend where Oliver Road joins St
George’s Lane obstructed the view of motorists trying to negotiate the bend and were a
road safety hazard. She asked if double yellow lines could be introduced. MR and DH
both said that enforcement was the issue.

7.
ASB
7.1. MR reported some drug taking by youths in the Sunningdale car park.
8. Any Other business
SC explained an incident of stalking and that the victim found a very harrowing
experience. The victim had received a letter from the stalker who said he had seen her
on a train and so knew where she lived which caused her to feel unsafe in her own
home. SC went on to explain how the victim had discovered the stalkers name and
address and reported this and the stalking to the police who took no action. MR stated
that it should have been treated as stalking and a safeguarding issue.
9. Meeting dates for 2019

Month
August
September
October
November
December

Proposal one
Monday 12th
Monday 9th
Monday 14th
Monday 11th
Monday 9th

Next meeting
The next meeting will be held at 10.30am on Monday 12th August in box 253.
the Grandstand at the Racecourse

